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E-plane split-block waveguide construction is well suited to many millimeter-wave components, including
power dividers, frequency multipliers, and single-ended, balanced and sideband-separating mixers [1]. Recent
ALMA memos have described quadrature hybrids [2] and a matched power divider [3] suitable for split-block
construction. This memo describes four additional waveguide elements which can be used as building blocks in
more complex circuits: a compact H-plane bend, a short E-plane bend, a matched E-plane Y-junction, and a
broadband transducer from full-height waveguide to quartz suspended stripline. The components are suitable for
fabrication on a CNC milling machine using an end-mill of diameter equal to the waveguide height, and do not
require the insertion of separate waveguide short-circuit pieces at the ends of waveguides. Prototype designs are
given for WR-10 waveguide (75-110 GHz), which can be scaled for any other waveguide size with the same 2:1
aspect ratio.
1. H-Plane Waveguide Bend
A split-block H-plane waveguide bend allows coupling from a waveguide in the plane of the split to a
waveguide perpendicular to the plane of the split. Such a bend allows waveguide circuits on different planes to be
interconnected, thereby making complex circuits more compact. Two H-plane bends are described here, one with
both waveguides of rectangular cross section, and the other with an oval waveguide perpendicular to the plane of
the joint. These are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, with their characteristics as simulated by QuickWave [4], and with
measurements for comparison in Fig. 1. Figures 3 and 4 show the dimensions of the two designs. In the first
design, the rectangular waveguide perpendicular to the plane of the split can be fabricated as a cylindrical insert and
pressed or soldered into the upper half of the block prior to machining the rest of the waveguide in that half. In the
second design, the oval waveguide can be machined directly into the block with an end-mill, but the length of the
oval waveguide is limited by the length of the milling cutter.

Fig. 1. WR-10 H-plane bend with rectangular waveguides. QuickWave simulation and measured |S11| and |S21| (dB).

Fig. 2. WR-10 H-plane bend with an oval upper waveguide. QuickWave simulation of |S11| (dB).

Fig. 4. H-plane bend with an oval upper waveguide.

Fig. 3. H-plane bend with rectangular waveguides.

2. E-Plane Bends
A family of simple 90- E-plane bends allows SWR to be traded against compactness. Figures. 5-8 show
results simulated using QuickWave for WR-10 bends with inside radii 0.020", 0.030", 0.040" and 0.060". Further
increase of radius reduces |S11|, but as |S11| < -37 dB across the full waveguide band for the 0.060" bend, there is
probably little need for E-plane bends of larger radius.
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Inside radius 0.020"

Fig. 5. WR-10 E-plane bend with inside radius 0.020". QuickWave simulation of |S11| (dB).

Inside radius 0.030"

Fig. 6. WR-10 E-plane bend with inside radius 0.030". QuickWave simulation of |S11| (dB).

Inside radius 0.040"

Fig. 7. WR-10 E-plane bend with inside radius 0.040". QuickWave simulation of |S11| (dB).
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Inside radius 0.060"

Fig. 8. WR-10 E-plane bend with inside radius 0.060". QuickWave simulation of |S11| (dB).

3. E-Plane Y-junction
E-plane Y-junctions are useful as power dividers and combiners in situations in which the more complex 4port 180- hybrid (magic-T) [3] is not required. Two matched Y-junctions are described here, version A in which
the cusp at the junction of the curved waveguide arms is truncated at a width of 0.0020"(see Figs. 9 and 11), and
version B in which the cusp is truncated at 0.0057"(see Figs. 10 and 12). The latter design is more suitable for
scaling to frequencies above ~300 GHz. The design procedure was as follows: The 3-section transformer from
rectangular-to-square waveguide was designed first, starting with the procedure given in [5], p. 304. MMICAD [6]
was then used to optimize the transformer further; the fringing capacitance at the steps was computed in MMICAD
using the formulas in Marcuvitz [7], pp. 307-8. A listing of the MMICAD user-defined model for the waveguide
step capacitance is given in the Appendix. The abrupt steps were then rounded as they would be if machined with
an end-mill of diameter equal to the waveguide height (0.050" for WR-10) and QuickWave was used to determine
the effect (small) of rounding the steps. The transformer itself has |S11| < -32 dB across the waveguide band. The
complete Y-junction was then formed by adding two E-plane bends to the large end of the transformer. With a
perfect cusp at the junction of the bends, QuickWave simulation indicates |S11| < -31 dB measured at the small end
of the transformer — this is somewhat dependent on the length of square waveguide between the transformer and
the bends. The realities of fabrication require the cusp to be truncated at a finite thickness, and versions A and B
with cusps truncated at different widths were re-optimized by varying the length of the square waveguide section.
Figure. 13 compares the measured and simulated results for version A.

Version A

Fig. 9. WR-10 E-plane Y-junction, version A, with the cusp truncated at a width of 0.0020". QuickWave simulation of |S11|
(dB) and |S21| (dB).
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Version B

Fig. 10. WR-10 E-plane Y-junction, version B, with the cusp truncated at a width of 0.0057" . QuickWave simulation of
|S11| (dB) and |S21| (dB).

Version A

Fig. 11. Dimensions of WR-10 E-plane Y-junction, version
A.

Version B

Fig. 12. Dimensions of WR-10 E-plane Y-junction, version
B.

Fig. 13. Comparison of measured and simulated results for version A of the Y-junction.
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4. Transducer from Waveguide to Quartz Suspended Stripline
At millimeter wavelengths a suspended stripline waveguide probe is often used to couple power from a
waveguide to a planar circuit (microstrip, coplanar waveguide, MMIC). When an E-plane split-block waveguide is
used, the arrangement shown in Fig. 14 is convenient. The substrate is entirely in the lower half-block with its
metalized side towards the bottom of the channel. This results in less critical alignment between the upper and
lower block halves and, with circuits such as SIS mixers which require DC and/or IF ground connections between
substrate and block, gold crush wires can be placed on the shoulders of the channel to contact metal pads on the
substrate. The gold contact wires are compressed when the two halves of the block are assembled. The dimensions
in Fig. 14 are for a suspended stripline on fused quartz (εr = 3.8) coupled to a WR-10 waveguide. The configuration
is similar to one used for many years at NRAO [8, 9] except that in the present design the plane of the probe is
rotated 90- about its axis, and a cylindrical waveguide short circuit is used which can be machined with the same
end-mill used for the waveguide channels — this eliminates the need for inserted waveguide short-circuit pieces.

Fig. 14. WR-10 waveguide to suspended stripline transducer. The substrate is fused quartz (εr = 3.8).

Fig. 15.

QuickWave simulation of |S11| and |S21| (dB) for the waveguide to suspended stripline transducer of Fig. 14.
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The results of EM simulation using QuickWave are shown in Fig. 15. It is seen that |S11| < -21 dB across
the 75-110 GHz waveguide band.
The design is relatively tolerant to small errors in dimensions. Figure. 16 shows the effect of increasing the
width of the substrate by 1 mil to fill the channel completely. The rise in |S11| towards 115 GHz (outside the normal
waveguide band) is caused by a resonance in the odd mode of the suspended stripline — see Fig. 17. The frequency
of this resonance also decreases as the height of the channel above the center conductor is increased; then less
energy propagates in the air and more in the quartz, resulting in a higher effective relative dielectric constant for that
mode.

Fig. 16. QuickWave simulation of |S11| and |S21| (dB) for the waveguide to quartz suspended stripline transducer with the
substrate width increased by 1 mil to fill the channel.

Fig. 17. QuickWave simulation of the E-field in the y-direction, showing the (out-of-band) odd-mode resonance in the
suspended stripline.

5. Discussion
The waveguide elements described here are all in WR-10 to facilitate measurement with an HP8510 vector
network analyzer. Scaling to other waveguide sizes with the same 2:1 aspect ratio is simple: all dimensions are
modified by the factor (width of waveguide)/(width of WR-10).
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E-plane split-block components with full symmetry about the plane of the split have no currents across that
plane and will not be affected if contact between the two half-blocks is imperfect or if there is a small gap.
However, the H-plane bend and the waveguide to suspended stripline transducer described here are asymmetrical
about the plane of the split and may suffer from additional loss or even sharp resonances if there is poor contact or a
gap between the halves. This problem has been investigated by Hesler [10, 11] who finds that a periodic array of
short metal buttons machined into one half of the split block suppresses gap currents and almost completely
eliminates resonances and excess loss.
The choice of waveguide flanges can significantly affect the performance of interconnected waveguide
component and the ease with which they can be assembled properly. This is discussed in [12]. Flat waveguide
flanges (i.e., with no central boss) are the most practical choice for split-block waveguide components, and the
mating waveguides should have flat or anti-cocking flanges.
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APPENDIX — A MMICAD model for the capacitance of a symmetrical change of height of a rectangular
waveguide
The element STEP represents the capacitance at a symmetrical change of height of a rectangular waveguide
from height b to b'. For compatibility with the other rectangular waveguide elements in MMICAD, the definition of
the waveguide characteristic impedance used in this model is:
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The capacitance of the waveguide step is calculated using Eq. 2(a) on p. 307 of Marcuvitz [7], which is accurate to
1% for b/λg < 1, where b is the height of the larger waveguide.
To use the element STEP, the main .ckt file must contain a line similar to:
INCLUDE D:\MMICADV2\MISC\WGStepCap01.mdl

Dimensions are passed to the model from the .ckt file, which should contain a DIM statement in the GLOBAL
block; e.g.:
GLOBAL
DIM FREQ=1e+009 RES=1 COND=1 CAP=1e-012 IND=1e-009 LNG=2.54e-005 TIME=1e-012

The element STEP can then be used within the CKT block as any other element, e.g.,
STEP 2 0 A0=A0 B0=B3 BP=B2

Listing:
!
!
!
!

WGStepCap01.mdl
A. R. Kerr 19 April 2001
Ref. Marcuvitz, p. 307, Eq.2a.
Accuracy: 1% for BG < 1.
Units: As defined in Global Dim statement.

! Arguments:
!
!

A0 = a = width of both w/g's
B0 = b = height of larger w/g
BP = b' = height of smaller w/g

CKT
MODVAR
locvar
locvar
locvar
locvar
locvar
locvar
locvar
locvar
locvar
locvar
locvar
locvar
locvar
locvar
locvar
locvar

A0=1 B0=1 BP=1
FC={100E9*2.998E-3/(2*A0*DIMLNG)}
ZG={377*(pi/2)*(B0/A0)/((1-(FC/FREQ)^2)^0.5)} ! ohms
Y0={(1/ZG)/DIMCOND} ! in global units
AA={BP/B0} ! alpha
DD={1-AA} ! delta = 1-alpha
L0={2.998e-3*1E11/FREQ} ! lambda_0 (m)
LG={L0/((1-(L0/(2*A0*DIMLNG))^2)^0.5)} ! lambda_g (m)
BG={B0*DIMLNG/LG}
! BG = b/lambdag
BGP={BG*AA} ! b'/lambdag
A11={(1+AA)/(1-AA)}
G={(1-BG^2)^0.5}
GP={(1-BGP^2)^0.5}
A={(A11^(2*AA))*((1+G)/(1-G))-(1+3*AA^2)/(1-AA^2)}
AP={(A11^(2/AA))*((1+GP)/(1-GP))+(3+AA^2)/(1-AA^2)}
C={(4*AA/(1-AA^2))^2}
BY0={2*BG*( &
(LN((((1-AA^2)/(4*AA)))*A11^(0.5*(AA+(1/AA)))))+2*((A+AP+2*C)/(A*AP-C^2)) &
+((BG/4)^2)*((1/A11)^(4*AA))*((5*AA^2-1)/(1-AA^2)+(4/3)*((AA^2)*C/A))^2 &
)}
locvar BC={BY0*Y0}
ADM 1 0 G=0 B=BC
def1p 1 step(A0 B0 BP)
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